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MEDIUMS
Paper and Pencil (upload data into   
    FastTest afterwards)
Unproctored internet testing 
    (UIT)
Remote proctored 
    internet testing
Proctored testing 
    centers

DELIVERY

APPROACHES


Linear: Standard fixed-form test


Linear (scrambled):


Linear-on-the-fly-testing: 


Computerized adaptive 

    testing (CAT)

SCORING
OPTIONS


Classical scoring:
 

IRT scoring: 


Scaled scoring:


Classification/Bands

CHOOSE YOUR

SECURITY LEVEL

Online unproctored (public link): 

Online unproctored (group 

code): 

Online unproctored 

(individual code): 

Online with W
ebLock:

Online rem
ote 

proctored:

Proctored test 

centers:

USER MANAGEMENT
Manage various types of users, 
with access governed by roles and 
content limitations to control security.

JOB ANALYSIS
Administer job analysis 

surveys to gather quantitative data 
on essential knowledge, skills, and 

abilities (KSAs). ITEM AUTHORING AND REVIEW
Users can easily author items with 
over 20 formats, store 
metadata like statistics, and 
review/comment on items – 
producing test content of 
the highest quality.

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS
IP address limitations
Randomization

LOFT and CAT delivery
Sealed test sections

WORKFLOW 
MANAGEMENT
Create item statuses, 
assign items to 
users, track 
development.

STANDARD SETTING
(CUTSCORE) STUDIES

Perform cutscore studies with the modified-Angoff 
method, ensuring that examinees who pass your 

tests have what it takes

FORM ASSEMBLY
Assemble test forms, evaluate equivalence, specify a wide 
range of practical options like time limits, publish to paper 

or online

ONLINE EXAM DELIVERY
Quickly publish tests for online delivery, including 

computerized adaptive testing

FLEXIBLE SECURITY
You control the security of each test you publish, from a 
low-stakes public survey to a high-stakes test delivered 

with lockdown browser and human proctors.

FEEDBACK REPORTS
Build your own customized feedback reports for 

examinees, fully personalized.

DATA ANALYTICS
Analyze test results to evaluate 
reliability and validity, driving 

continuous improvement of your 
exams

computerized adaptive 
testing.


